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“Architecture is spatial. It’s mediums are volume, light 

and materiality. Architecture is, only in so much as it 

relates to us; as our experience of  it unfolds over time”
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Objectivity and Understanding

What is it? What it is for You

Examining the title of  this essay, it’s interesting to consider the form of  the question that 

frames the discussion. The question, ‘What is architecture?’ takes on a different persona 

when posed as, ‘What is architecture for you?’ and it’s a distinction worth commenting on as 

we enter this discourse. The latter form not only presents the question more humbly, like 

a friend looking to exchange deeper ideas about a common interest; it also acknowledges 

the personal and philosophical pluralisms of  asking what something is, and opens up a 

richer discussion. Contemplative openness rather than objectifying narrowness leads the 

way, where what architecture is to you, becomes more interesting than a purely semantic 

discussion of  what the word architecture means or ‘is’. It is in the personalisation of  the 

question, that a phenomenological study presents itself  as appropriate for this discussion, 

and the importance of  asking the question at all is revealed; what architecture is to an 

architect, shapes how he sees, what he draws, how he thinks, and therefore moulds other 

people’s experiences of  what results. The importance of  what architecture is, lies in what 

it becomes for you as a result of  what it is for the architect.

Twitter-Sized Phenomenology?

The quoted section (left), is my response to being posed the question ‘What is architecture?’ 

once a week for a number of  weeks with only a few minutes to write a reply. Though it’s 

a simplistic Twitter-sized1 response, it’s a perspective I still feel happy to stand by, given 

the restrictions of  the format. Hopefully, it will serve as a useful device for this essay, 

allowing me to explore how the essences of  the statement expand out and through that, 

reveal why I still stand by it. The statement can be split into two parts, with a 

phenomenological perspective running through both as a fundamental thread. Taking 

the first two sentences opens up an exploration of  thoughts about tactility, the senses and 

the acts of  designing, drawing, making. The final sentence then will delve into narrative 
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experience and draw in links to my studio work. To introduce the founding ideas of  this 

phenomenological thread, I find it interesting to recall a short narrative that Aristotle 

originally told of  Heraclitus.

A number of  inquisitive strangers seek out Heraclitus in hopes of  witnessing something 

extraordinary. They are surprised to find the famous philosopher simply ‘warming himself  

at a stove’. [T]he unannounced visitors are puzzled and disappointed; they are sure that a 

thinker warming himself  at the centre of  his ordinary home cannot be philosophising. As 

they are on the point of  leaving, Heraclitus encourages them to consider more closely the 

ordinary, concrete situation which they so swiftly dismissed as insignificant and irrelevant 

to thought.2

This story paints an intimate and mysterious portrait of  the philosopher, and says 

something about the existentialist nature of  the later phenomenologists. As Heraclitus 

encourages in the story, phenomenological philosophy seeks to relocate the origins of  

meaning and ‘objective’ knowledge, within the preceding subjectivity of  our concrete 

lived experience; man’s being-in-the-world.3 Though not particularly an existentialist 

himself, Edmund Husserl, the ‘founding father’ of  phenomenology, believed that the 

objectivistic sciences were in crisis; that they had lost their footing in man’s lived 

experience. He suggested that we redirect our attention to the way in which the world 

first appears to the human consciousness, asserting that the world is an ‘experience which 

we live before it becomes an object which we know’.4 The main implication of  this, is 

that meaning exists in a pre-reflective stage of  consciousness — our perception — where 

the mind and the world are primordially in relation before we can reflectively objectify 

them as the separate entities of  our own existence and the world’s existence.

By leading us (as his famous phrase suggests), back to ‘the things themselves’ 

Husserl devised a mode of  thinking to provide a mental framework that could form a 

valid basis for knowledge. One of  Husserl’s own examples, a thought experiment with a 

table5 is useful to illustrate what this means: We first take a table and fix our perception 

as a perception of  something (the table). Then, concentrating only on how the table 

appears to our consciousness (bracketing) we can begin to change various attributes of  

the table within our imagination, in an exercise of  free variation, where there is a play of 

the ‘pure’ possibilities of  our perception of  a table. Husserl thereby suggests that we can 

arrive at the essence or eidos of  the thing, as the sum of  all it’s perceived possibilities. In 

the thought experiment described, the table remains a table for as long as we perceive it 

as such and ceases to be a table when we have changed it’s attributes such that it can no 
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longer be perceived as one. As we consider this, it is easy to see why phenomenology was 

criticised for it’s somewhat isolating approach; charged with cutting the individual 

experience off  from the reality of  it’s social and historical context. This is a point 

acknowledged and even tackled by some of  the phenomenologists themselves, but 

Husserl in particular deemed separating the individual’s experience necessary in 

providing a foundation for valid understanding. It was those following Husserl, such as 

the influential Martin Heidegger, Jean-Paul Sartre and Maurice Merleau-Ponty, who 

would take his foundation and shape it further with an existentialist orientation; 

embedding the theoretical more deeply in the concrete and contextualised experience.

The world we inhabit through language is already replete with the cultural, historical and 

socio-economic meanings which we inherit from the whole intersubjective community of  

mankind which has preceded us. In this fashion, hermeneutic discourse defines our 

individual being-there (Dasein) as a communal being-with-others.6

Here Heidegger identifies language — be that architectural, literary or otherwise — as 

interpretive discourse (existential hermeneutics), a mode of  language which Heidegger 

uses to express how discourse reveals things in terms of  their possible serviceability for 

me, bearing contextual ‘messages’ related to our projects of  Being.7 And so the discussion 

of  language brings me back to the form of  the question, ‘What is architecture for me?’

SECTION REFERENCES
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The hands of  sculptor Henry Moore in his studio in the late 1970s. 8
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Perception and Tactility

Environment and Spatiality

“Architecture is spatial. It’s mediums are volume, light and materiality…”

Perception is an act that is intrinsically a spatial experience. It is impossible for me to 

imagine my being, without my being somewhere. In my physical reality, I am of  course 

always somewhere, and that somewhere has an unequivocal three-dimensional quality. But 

even in thinking beyond my concrete reality, I cannot place myself  in a purely imagined 

realm that could be described as completely non-spatial. If  I imagine myself  floating in 

an infinitely vast, empty vacuum, not only is the emptiness a spatial descriptor, but my 

body itself  becomes the space I am inhabiting and in a way, always is.

The work of  Merleau-Ponty focuses on perception and examines the osmotic 

relationship between the self  and the world. He suggests that perception is a sensory 

experience within the all-encompassing ‘flesh of  the world’. The word flesh here is a 

considered and appropriately membranous term, both very specific and mysteriously 

ambiguous about this interpenetrating flesh threshold. Our senses inhabit the flesh of  

our body and the flesh of  our body is shared with that of  the world; our overall 

perception is formed in a complete, simultaneous and panoptic sense.9

My perception is therefore not a sum of  visual, tactile, and audible givens: I perceive in a 

total way with my whole being; I grasp a unique structure of  the thing, a unique way of  

being, which speaks to all my senses at once.10

This enveloping, spatial language of  perception expands and contracts across all scales 

and architecture becomes embedded within it. Architecture exists in both the very real, 

material realm of  the built form (a form it would be unconvincing to abstract into the 

non-spatial), but also in a type of  mental spatiality during it’s conception; a more 
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ambiguous and interesting discussion. Though I have purposefully been avoiding a 

purely semantic discussion of  what the word ‘architecture’ means, it would be naïve and 

remiss of  me to refuse to acknowledge that there are just basic things attached to the 

word, that make architecture, architecture. I believe one such fundamental is captured 

here by architect Adam Caruso:

Vernacular constructions are not architecture. Unlike architecture they are not a self  

conscious act. The do not exist through formal abstractions independent of  construction.11 

The described process of  preconceived formal abstraction, makes a distinction between 

the word ‘building’ and ‘architecture’. This comment on the vernacular reveals that there 

is a dialogue at play within architecture, between the imagining and communication of  

something that is not yet material in the world, but exists spatially as perceived in one’s 

mind. However, this is not so much a dialogue between separate aspects of  the 

architectural process — thought, perception, drawing etc. — but is a specific mode of  

thinking; sensory, embodied and happening at once, in a way analogous to Ponty’s 

description of  perception. The way that this mode of  thinking manifests itself  in the 

methods of  abstract communication, is useful in discussing the mental spatiality of  

architecture mentioned previously, as well as it’s tactile qualities.

Drawing as Sensory Language

Ideas — perceptions of  the mind — are central to artistic practice. The skill of  the artist, 

architect or craftsman, lies in this trained ‘mode of  thinking’; the mediation of  ideas 

through the engagement of  mind, body and hand.12 The experienced artist develops his 

language to such levels of  finesse, that the work of  the hand simply happens as a result of 

holding the object in his mind, touching it’s surfaces. So it is with architecture. The 

mental and physical tools of  the architect vanish, becoming extensions of  himself,13 and 

his embodied perception of  the idea becomes the graphite in the grain of  the paper, or the 

smell of  the wood workshop. The formal abstraction of  the drawing or model appears, 

not purely as a means to communicate something else, but is part of  the perceptive 

process; and in this, the architectural drawing is as spatial as the architecture it describes.

Sketching and drawing are spatial and haptic exercises that fuse the external reality of  

space and matter, and the internal reality of  perception, thought and mental imagery into 

singular and dialectic entities. […] It is impossible to know which appeared first, the line 
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on the paper or the thought, or a consciousness of  an intention. In a way, the image seems 

to draw itself  through the human hand.14

It can be argued however, that this drawn, made or even spoken abstraction (something 

which distinguishes architecture on a fundamental level) separates architectural processes 

from the tactile. When talking about ‘the architect’ and ‘the drawing’ at an intimate scale 

as Pallasmaa does, it’s easy to see the sensory and visceral embodied act, however, this is 

unfortunately a romanticised and partial glimpse into the process. Although Pallasmaa’s 

insights resonate with me deeply and I believe do accurately reflect some essence of  what 

architecture is, they are set within the oneness of  a single hand-body-mind connection, 

which is not an arrangement that usually extends through the entire architectural process.

The expansion of  architecture from it’s origin in the oneness of  conception into the 

network of  people that concretise it, requires clarity as the idea is transferred. From this 

necessity, a subset of  increasingly formalised abstractions (that is, drawings) has evolved; 

distinct from the perceptive and embodied works discussed so far. This step back from 

the haptic is never more apparent than in the mathematical space and faux-materiality of 

the computer; where the object of  our perception is no longer in the same ‘flesh of  

physical materiality’ 15 as the architecture and architect himself, it becomes neatly pressed 

into the flattened existence of  the digital image.

The internet has intensified this [flattening into imagery] to a degree that the main 

architectural websites – the likes of  Dezeen and ArchDaily – provide little but glossy 

images of  buildings that you will never visit, lovingly formed into photoshopped, freeze-

dried glimmers of  non-orthogonal perfection, in locations where the sun, of  course, is 

always shining. [I]n architecture – where both physical experience and location in an 

actual place are so important – it’s often utterly disastrous, a handmaiden to an 

architectural culture that no longer has an interest in anything but its own image.16

Though more of  a scathing comment on the social consumption of  architecture than of  

architecture itself, Hatherley raises the importance of  the experiential and the dangers 

inherent in abstraction and representational imagery. It’s a point that I connect with 

strongly because in my love for architecture, I do not wish to see it’s depths reduced to a 

purely visual commodity. However, I’d like to think that the essence of  what architecture 

is, defies such a reduction and the socio-technological gluttony for images along with it. 

Ultimately, these post-perceptive images remain outside of  and subordinate to, what 

architecture is and even more so what architecture is to me.
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Skin

In the previous discussion of  images, their haptic flatness has been a subject of  hostility 

towards vision. However, the ocular sense itself  extends beyond the purely visual and into 

the realm of  matter, merging with the other senses; ‘through vision, we touch the sun and 

the stars.’ 17  Our catalogue of  life-experiences is drawn upon continuously and as our 

sensory organs perceive, our mind expands and enriches our current experience with our 

embodied understanding of  the past. Through this interconnectedness, my reading of  

Junichiro Tanizaki’s description of  the lacquered soup bowl, is rich and sensory. I can 

profess to feel the surfaces and temperatures, sense the atmosphere and place the bowl in 

my own hands. This embodied nature of  both the imagined and experienced perception, 

cements architecture as spatial in both realms. Ever a spatiality cast in materials that my 

senses caress as they’re revealed in light and dark.

I know few greater pleasures than holding a lacquer soup bowl in my hands, feeling upon 

my palms the weight of  the liquid and its mild warmth. […] With lacquerware there is a 

beauty in that moment between removing the lid and lifting the bowl to the mouth when one 

gazes at the still, silent liquid in the dark depths of  the bowl, its colour hardly differing 

from that of  the bowl itself. What lies within the darkness one cannot distinguish, but the 

palm senses the gentle movements of  the liquid, vapour rises from within forming droplets 

on the rim, and the fragrance carried upon the vapour brings a delicate anticipation.18

This ability to seemingly touch without touching is remarkable to me and leaves me 

somewhat in awe of  the majesty of  the skin and the richness of  touch. The most 

captivating description of  the skin I have encountered, is written by Ashley Montagu as 

the opener to his book, Touching: Human Significance of  the Skin.19 The description of  the 

skin as parent to the other senses — skin tissue being specialised into the other sensory 

organs during embryonic developmental — reveals why our perception can be described 

as comprehensively haptic. This for me, is why the word ‘flesh’ as used by Ponty 

resonates so profoundly; spatiality and tactility are fundamental to human perception.

“Architecture is spatial. It’s mediums are volume, light and materiality…”
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Sculpture in wood by Tapio Wirkkala.  20
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Therme Vals, Switzerland.21

Basically I’ve come to think that I work like an author. There was a time when I thought 

that all architects work like authors, but when I looked around I saw that they were 

implementers and service providers. This is not my world. So I work like a composer writes 

his music, a writer writes his book, a painter and so on…22

—Peter Zumthor
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Narrative

Making Sense of Being

“…Architecture is, only in so much as it relates to us; as our experience of  it unfolds over 

time.”

Although the architectural process has a number of  distinct parts (some of  which I’ve 

already touched on) they do not become architecture until they have consolidated into 

the whole. The subjects of  discussion within this essay remain architectural, until in their 

union they become architecture. The unfolding of  time is the last act of  the architectural 

undertaking, wherein the architecture becomes substantiated, meaningful and at last 

solidified in the embodied human experience. Architecture being in relation to ‘us’ 

references the requirement to go beyond solely the architect himself. The mental 

spatiality and abstraction of  architecture previously discussed, is not enough to directly 

engage ‘us’ and ‘our’ perceptive experience, only the singular of  the architect. This 

necessitates architecture’s built form.

“My dog has fleas”

“My dog was bitten by a flea” 23

The importance of  narrative in considering what architecture is, lies in its underlying 

role in our making sense of  how experiences relate to our being. Experiences — sensory 

events in time — are inextricably expressed in the narrative form. In the quoted section 

above, H. Porter Abbot illustrates the basic essence of  narrative. We can see that rather 

than a mere description or exposition as in the first sentence, the second becomes an 

event, the simplest of  narratives. Though both framings are personal in this instance (it 

being ‘my’ dog) the connection is more emotive in the second and crucially introduces 

the passage of  time. Psychologist Jerome Bruner stipulated that a narrative is, ‘irreducibly 
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durative’24 and in his book Acts of  Meaning, presents a formative description of  the 

innately human predisposition towards creating and perceiving narratives in our 

‘autobiographical’ construction of  the self.25 Stories then, become a matter of  personal 

identity; I make sense of  myself  and my relation to the world through narrative.26 My 

understanding, like my perception, can be read as the result of  a cumulative layering of  

stories and experiences over time, through which, I form the connections with the world 

that identify myself  within it.

More than anything else, then, stories are powerful because they do not fill in all the blanks. 

They open up a space into which the listener’s own thoughts, feelings, and memories can 

flow and expand. They inspire an internal dialogue and thus ensure a real connection.27

Narrative Hermeneutics and Architectural Experience

My studio project looks to take on board this humanistic propensity for narrative and use 

the architecture of  the museum as a narrative device. In the quote above, Leslie Bedford 

eludes to the hermeneutic dialogue inherent in narrative and it’s role in creating a ‘real’ 

personal connection with the ‘listener’ (a term I find poetically suits the way in which one 

experiences architecture). The following description from Bruner is useful in explaining 

the implications of  narrative hermeneutics (wherein read ‘text analogue’ as architecture).

The word hermeneutic implies that there is a text or a text analogue through which 

somebody has been trying to express a meaning and from which somebody is trying to 

extract a meaning. This in turn implies that there is a difference between what is expressed 

in the text and what the text might mean, and furthermore that there is no unique solution 

to the task of  determining the meaning for this expression.28

The idea explored in my studio work is how the architecture of  the museum enables a 

reading of  the presented explicit narrative (found in the artefacts and exhibitions) in 

relation to, or juxtaposition against, the implicit contextual, socio-historical narrative 

intent. That is to say, that the architecture is orchestrated in a way intended to serve as an 

experiential metaphor, one that the ‘listener’ can interpret and relate to on a contextual 

level, but also a personal one; reading the metaphor as it identifies with their own sense 

of  self. 

The architecture proposed to house one of  the major exhibitions in the project (a 

botanical exhibit, see axo p.18), takes the ‘listener’ on a journey from the openness of  the 

‘canopy’, down into the warmth and protectiveness of  the ‘substrate’, within which the 
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seeds germinate. In ascension to exit the building, the journey reverses, becoming one of  

growth and emergence. The terms of  this metaphor are meant to be open enough to 

allow a personal reading and ‘filling in of  the blanks’, but they also directly relate to a 

contextual story from the Second World War: In a time when artefacts were being moved 

and protected, the botanical section of  the Natural History Museum was bombed. After 

the fires had been put out however, some of  the seed collections astonishingly began to 

germinate and grow, sparking new research and the regeneration of  some species.

While the mission, content, and methods of  museums will continue to be evaluated and 

revised, there is one aspect of  their work that will always be “the real thing” and that is 

storytelling.29 

A specifically metaphorical narrative intent in the architecture could serve to enhance and 

strengthen the experience — helping us connect personal and contextual stories — but 

critically speaking, I don’t believe it is essential to what architecture is. One could argue 

narrative’s relevance as a psychological rather than architectural device, but both fields 

fundamentally and most importantly, relate to people. Narrative intent or not, I think 

that all architecture becomes a ‘story teller’ (communicating implicitly in some way), 

because our experiences are an innately hermeneutic discourse and architecture is an act 

of  intent with language we can ‘read’. The experiential narrative is ‘written’ internally 

and personally during our embodied encounter with the architecture.
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Exploded axonometric of  part of  my studio project. The project is located within the grounds of  the Natural History 
Museum at the corner of  Cromwell Road and Exhibition Road. Original drawing is pencil on cartridge, 1:100 at A2.
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Closing Thoughts

In Simple Terms

Following the thread of  this essay then, a foundational grounding in phenomenological 

theory, places the origins of  understanding (in our case, of  what architecture is) within 

the subjectivity of  our lived experience. In perception, our bodies and the flesh of  our 

senses locate ourselves within the world and project ourselves into it. Architecture makes 

it’s way from a preconceived mental spatiality, through abstraction, into the physicality of 

the world we inhabit in built form. Architecture finally becomes concrete and meaningful 

in the durative, human experience of  it; inherently an act expressed in narrative form as 

we make sense of  those experiences and identify them with one’s self  as architecture.

Through this essay, I hope to have expressed clearly my current thinking on what 

architecture is, as supported by my grounding in architectural theory. In doing so, I hope 

to have stirred some essence of  what architecture might be for those reading too. Although 

presented as complete a piece as possible, I truly delight in the pluralisms and breadth of  

what architecture is or could be and would never presume to have plumbed it’s depths 

satisfactorily; I love to imagine how my thinking will grow and change. In closing, I’d like 

to use a final literary analogy based on the post-structuralist thinking of  Roland Barthes.

In the multiplicity of  writing, everything is to be disentangled, nothing deciphered; the 

structure can be followed, ‘run’ (like the thread in a stocking) at every point and at every 

level; but there is nothing beneath: the space of  writing is to be ranged over, not pierced; 

writing ceaselessly posits meaning ceaselessly to evaporate it, carrying out a systematic 

exemption of  meaning. […] The true place of  writing is reading […] The birth of  the 

reader must be at the cost of  the death of  the author.30

Put simply, architecture rests finally complete, in the here-and-now of  ‘reading’. The birth 

of  architecture is in the completion of  the architectural and our embodied perception of  it.
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“Architecture is spatial. It’s mediums are volume, light 

and materiality. Architecture is, only in so much as it 

relates to us; as our experience of  it unfolds over time”
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Quoted section is these notions as expressed by Kearney, Richard, Modern Movements in European Philosophy: Second 
Edition. Manchester University Press. Manchester. 1994.  p328
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Appendix

Referenced Notes

3. The phrase ‘being-in-the-world' is a term used to describe relationships between 

subject, object, our consciousness and the world, without separating them out and using 

those terms explicitly. By setting up the discourse in terms such as this, Heidegger is 

reinforcing the simultaneous nature and inseparability of  perception and experience.

12. “All art forms — such as sculpture, painting, music, cinema and architecture — 

are specific modes of  thinking. They represent ways of  sensory and embodied thought 

characteristic to the particular artistic medium. These modes of  thinking are images of  

the hand and the body, and they exemplify essential existential knowledge.” — Juhani 

Pallasmaa, The Thinking Hand, p19.

A Note on Typography

Though I am undoubtedly still scratching the surface of  the subject, I delight in good 

typography and have aspired to ensure that the text of  this essay sits well, with a tone 

and character appropriate to the subject matter. Inseparable from these aesthetic 

concerns, legibility remains a primary driver of  my typographic choices and here the 

body text has been typeset in Baskerville; a classic British transitional font that has 

withstood the digital transition exceedingly well. The font size and tracking has been set 

to attain a comfortable average line length of  15 words.

A Note on the Bibliography

All texts read for the purposes of  writing this essay have been included in the 

bibliography, even if  not directly quoted or referenced within. Many of  the classic 

phenomenological texts have received a partial refresher reading rather than a complete 

re-reading for this work as I have read them in the past.
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